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Abstract

An Australian wide shortage of doctors has led to an increased reliance on International Medical Graduate (IMG) recruitment. However, there is very little research regarding the acculturation of IMGs as they reside in the rural Tasmanian context. This paper explores from the perspective of IMG informants, the experiences and challenges of IMGs living and working in rural and remote Tasmania and how it informs the acculturation process. It identifies the barriers facing IMGs as they work and live in Tasmanian communities. It is part of a larger doctoral study looking at IMGs in Tasmania. The study adopted a qualitative research approach. Twenty-three semi-structured interviews were conducted with IMG informants in the North, South and North West of Tasmania. Informants were recruited through purposive snowball sampling. The findings indicate that Tasmanian based IMGs encounter both professional and social challenges. These challenges include vulnerability due to fear of job security, and loss of status, discrimination and communication challenges within the workplace. Additional challenges include spouse employment, obtaining high quality academic access for children, and cultural and religious connectivity. These challenges influence IMGs and their families to stay or relocate. In addition, a number of identified needs have been identified to improve retention of IMGs within Tasmania. These needs include job opportunities, vocational training and greater commensurate support provided to IMGs and their families.
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1. Introduction

An Australian wide shortage of doctors has led to an increased reliance on the recruitment of International Medical Graduates (IMGs) This reliance on IMGs is not specific to Australia but is a world-wide phenomenon. [1,2] IMGs represent 24% of all medical practitioners in Australia [3], whereas a report by the Department of Health and Ageing (DoHA) states this number is as high as 39% across Australia and as high as 52% in a number of rural and remote areas. [4] Under current Australian policy mandates, IMGs are placed in rural and remote ‘areas of need’ where identified gaps or shortages in the local medical workforce exist. [4] These areas of need, determined by State and Territory Governments allow an IMG to be conditionally registered to receive an exemption on Medicare provider number restrictions. This allows the IMG to claim Medicare rebates for providing professional services. [4-7]

Currently, the Australian Medical Council (AMC) assesses IMGs who are seeking to practise medicine in Australia. There are four alternate pathways for registration in Australia, the specialist recognition competent authority or the standard pathway which follows two streams which consist of the completion of a workplace based assessment or passing a clinical examination. [8] For each individual, it is dependent on where the IMG has obtained their primary training and what current qualification they possess. In most cases, the AMC rigorously verifies an IMGs credentials, the country of origin’s examining and accrediting processes and administers a multiple choice question (MCQ) exam, of which 84% of those who sit, complete within the first two attempts. [4,9] As such the AMC demonstrated, 61.41% (n=2353) of all examination attempts in 2010 were made by IMGs from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Myanmar, Philippines, Iran and India. [9] Following the MCQ and provisional medical registration, either a clinical interview, workplace based assessment or a clinical examination is conducted. [8,10,11]

Many concerns regarding immigration, appropriate support and ongoing examination processes have been expressed by IMGs, most of which arrive as temporary residents and are sponsored by an employer to work in Australia on limited registration. [4,12] However, very little research within Australian or internationally has been undertaken to examine the quality of life and social needs of IMGs and their families as crucial factors impacting the integration and acculturation as IMGs reside in rural and remote areas.
1.1. The Literature

A review of the literature revealed there were twenty-one articles which were in some capacity aimed at investigating and understanding the professional experiences, social support, acculturation and retention of IMGs. Ten were international studies while the remaining 11 studies were conducted in Australia. [13] Two of the ten international studies examined the personal challenges of migration of both IMGs and their family in terms of being part of their new community. [14,15] The remainder was focused on the employment context of retention and acculturation. For example, a study conducted by Atri, et al. [16], examined the effects of social support and acculturation of IMGs on their mental health and wellbeing and their capacity to be professionally integrated within the work setting in the US. What remained lacking in many of the studies was an analysis of IMGs and their families living in rural or remote settings and the factors which affect IMGs social integration. Two studies, were based in Canada [15,17], three were conducted in New Zealand [14,18,19], one study was UK based [20], while the remaining three were in the US, [16,21,22] and lastly, one study was based in the US, but specifically examined former Soviet Union doctors working in the USA, Israel and Canada. [23]

Similarly, within the Australian context, there have been eleven commensurate studies which relate to this current study. Those identified studies were conducted in various states of rural Australia. This included studies in New South Wales (NSW) [24], Queensland (QLD) [25], two in South Australia (SA) [6,26], three in Victoria (Vic) [27-29] and one in Western Australia (WA) [30]. In addition, there was a study which covered IMGs in the states of QLD, Northern territory (NT) and WA [31], a study which looked at IMGs Australia wide [32] and one study which examined IMGs in ten rural and remote indigenous contexts, however did not disclose in which states these were conducted. [33]

Ten studies were solely examining IMGs, whereas the eleventh study made comparisons between IMGs and those doctors who had trained in Australia. [24] The eleven identified studies have similar aims and objectives, which have ranged from examining IMGs training, support needs and improving orientation for IMGs to determining the key factors which influence IMGs to stay in rural practice. [24-26,28,32,33] In addition at least four studies also analysed the impact of IMGs working and their families living in rural or remote settings and the factors which affect IMGs professional, cultural and social integration. [27,29,31,34] An additional study was found however, it focused on the acculturation of Vietnamese-born health professionals, which included three doctors, a dentist, a physiotherapist and a nurse who trained in Australian. It “examined the life experiences and acculturation strategies of Vietnamese-born health professionals working and living in rural Australia”. [35] Although this study was not focused specifically on IMGs, it was noted as an insightful study due to its resonance with the current study and it was the only one of its kind focused in the experience of IMGs in Tasmania.

A number of key issues were identified within the literature, which relate to professional and social barriers IMGs encounter and are discussed in detail.

1.1.1. Professional barriers

Many of the Australian and international IMG studies found the central motivation to migrate in a permanent or temporary capacity was for the lifestyle opportunities and increased prospects for family.[15,29-31,33] However, the motivation for a high proportion of doctors from the Pacific islands of Fiji, Samoa and Tonga to migrate to pacific rim countries was strongly associated with income. [36]

Many IMGs regarded migration as temporary measure yet, for some it becomes a more permanent move, including those who cannot or do not wish to return home due to the risk of violence and political instability.[15,23,29,36,37] According to the Australian Rural and Remote Workforce Agencies Group [38], particular locations in Australia are selected by IMGs to live and work in for two main reasons. This included career opportunities and meeting the educational needs of children. This continued make it difficult to recruit and retain IMGs in some rural and remote areas.[29-31,33]

Furthermore, incongruous placement of IMGs may impact negatively on the doctor, their family, the medical practice and the community. As such, many difficulties and challenges are experienced at the time of recruitment.[27,33,39] This may lead to an insufficient understanding of rural communities, how medicine is practised in Australia and how the Australian culture is at times vastly different to an IMGs own culture.[27,33,39,40] However this can differ between IMGs and the communities they serve. For example, one US study demonstrated 92% IMGs in rural Wisconsin felt integrated within their workplace and 62% of the IMG families felt they were well accepted within the community. [21] Whereas, another US study demonstrated only 30% of IMGs felt integrated within their workplace.[41]

In addition to incongruous placement, it has been shown that many other issues can be challenging prior to and be problematic once rural placement has occurred. These issues include a loss of status and professional identity [16,17]; professional isolation in rural practise; the need to sit further medical examinations; the restrictions on medical practise; accessing provider numbers; and social isolation experienced in rural areas.[25,42] For example, a number of rural communities may have had very little experience with individuals from other cultures and may be less welcoming and mistrust people when cultures, customs and religious beliefs are unfamiliar. [38,43,44]

In addition to the professional challenges IMGs encounter, other Australian and international studies have identified a number of specific professional factors which inhibited successful rural integration. As such, these factors will be highlighted and discussed.
Immigration, accreditation and financial challenges

Both temporary and permanent IMGs are confronted by many challenges, such as substantial financial pressures when arriving and relocating to a new country and within rural communities.[18,19,31] These financial burdens IMGs are challenged with impact recruitment and retention in rural areas [38,42]. In addition IMGs face long, complex procedures of immigration, accreditation, and costly annual renewal of provisional registration and training. This complex and an all-consuming process has been reported to leave many feeling alienated, angry and uncertain as they endeavour to enter the medical workforce, particularly in Australia, Canada and New Zealand.[17,19,31,44,45]

A lack of facilities and long hours

In addition to the financial pressures IMGs face, working in rural communities is indicated to be challenging when attempting to maintain a manageable work-life balance.[27,30,45] Doctors working in small rural and remote communities are faced with long working hours and heavy workload, which often includes substantial on-call commitments.[46] It often means working in facilities which have unfamiliar insufficient and inefficient clinical infrastructure and administrative practises.[27,30,45] This additional pressure in the work-life balance impacts on families and creates a greater burden on spouses who may be caring for a family and managing their own professional obligations.[42,47]

In addition to balancing the work and life in rural contexts, many IMGs experience frustration when preparing for and undertaking further educational study and examinations.[14,18] As many IMGs in rural areas study in isolation, while a number of IMGs have trained in disadvantaged educational situations, with marginal access to western technology.[27,29]

Professional support

The professional support for IMGs, although studied comprehensively remains critical, as it contributes to IMGs inevitable integration and retention in a rural community.[19,24-27,29,31,33,48,49] Professional support also includes colleagues’ clinical support and supervision which is remains a precarious factor in assisting IMGs to feel integrated in the practice setting and community.[16]

For example, IMGs joining rural settings may be faced with AMGs who have animosity toward IMG recruitment which can then challenge workplace relationships and create an environment which is less conducive for both parties [39]. A number of contrasting experiences have been voiced by IMGs, particularly in Australia.[30,50] These accounts include being welcomed by colleagues and their families, to professional isolation from others. For example, the experiences extend from nursing staff and managers building strong and lasting professional relationships, to the provision of refurbished practises in close proximity to the hospital as a means to retain IMGs in the community [30,50]. The support provided by a practice whether positive or negative assists in the camaraderie or isolation experienced and the ultimate acculturation of IMGs.[27,30] Nevertheless, there are additional non-professional, social barriers which impact on IMGs and their families.

1.1.2. Social barriers

Within the literature a number of studies examined the motivations for staying or leaving rural practise which showed non-professional, social barrier had the greatest bearing on the decision of where to practise.[25-27,30,31,51] The most prominent non-professional social barriers include employment for spouse, limited schooling options, physical and social isolation and limited cultural and religious access.[52] Lastly a number of challenges regarding community support were also identified. Each of these key barriers will be discussed in greater detail.

Limited educational and employment options for spouses

A significant barrier impacting IMG rural acculturation is the challenge of limited education and employment opportunities for an IMGs spouse.[14,26,29,33] One study undertaken by Durey [30], examined the impact of living and working in rural or remote Australian communities on IMGs and spouses. It was shown that adequately addressing the needs of an IMGs spouse is vital for the retention of a doctor and the whole family.

In some cases, a spouse may be working in professional, well paid positions prior to rural relocation where many small rural communities may not offer employment opportunities.[14,30,48,53] This may lead to unemployment or long commutes to larger centres for employment. As such, it has been shown that younger female doctors are more likely to move out of rural settings due to their spouses’ work commitments.[48]

Limited childcare and schooling options

Another identified barrier is limited childcare and schooling options, which impacts IMG integration and desire to stay in a rural area.[14,24,29-31,33,53] Female IMGs may rely on childcare to fulfill their work commitments; however childcare facilities are often limited in rural communities. If employment or educational opportunities are obtained for a spouse or partner then childcare support becomes increasingly necessary. Likewise, those IMGs with school age families may desire to move from rural employment or be deterred from accepting rural employment. This may be due to a lack of acceptable educational opportunities, particularly for those entering secondary schooling [14,24,39,53].

Physical and social isolation

A lack of infrastructure is another significant barrier in recruitment and retention. For example, shopping centres, public transport; social organisations to develop interests and basic amenities are needed to retain IMGs and their families.[42] A lack of infrastructure can impede the
transition and retention of IMGs and families in rural communities. Stanley and Bennett [42], who discussed this issue, in their policy position statement on supporting doctors' families in rural and remote communities, state “In many situations, this represents a significant contributor to social and physical isolation”. As such, isolation can be heightened if public transport is deficient and a spouse does not drive.

It has been reported that many IMGs and their families living and working in rural and particularly remote communities do encounter physical and social isolation.[30,33] Nevertheless, an IMG by the nature of their employment has interaction with both the community members within the work environment.[30,54] However, culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) individuals may also find language barriers in the workplace and community, which can further increase social isolation. In some cases, it was demonstrated in the Western Australian study conducted by Durey [34] that several IMGs and their families would travel hundreds of kilometres to participate in and visit with people from their same CALD community.[30,54]

Similarly, those IMGs from an Asian or Hispanic background in the US, were shown to have a greater propensity to seek employment where a greater proportion of similar CALD communities occur.[22] Thus, the availability of cultural activities and entertainment is a vital factor in IMG integration and retention.[14,27,48] Increased isolation can occur if contact with cultural, social or religious background is difficult or non-existent.[14,27] This hampers integration of the IMG, but more so their family.[42]

Cultural and Religious Connectivity

When isolation from cultural or religious background occurs, the maintenance of cultural and religious values, as well as connectivity with the respective CALD community was viewed as highly important within US, Australia and New Zealand studies.[14,22,25,26,30] Carlier, et al. [26] stated providing information about how to obtain cultural foods; linking IMGs with the same cultural or religious background; and providing a local mentor for family support assisted integration. However, elsewhere IMGs and their families found the move to rural life a little more challenging due to cultural, language and religious differences and a lack of extended family or friends.[25,30]

Social Support

To aid social isolation, social support for IMGs, their family and engaging in community participation are also essential elements to ensure integration occurs in rural communities.[27,51] The probability of and capability to integrate within rural communities has been shown to be an element of professional satisfaction irrespective of an IMGs cultural and religious background.[28] In addition, as social support facilitates the integration of IMGs and their families into the community, while discrimination and other obstacles can accelerate a family leaving.[27,28]

It was demonstrated by Atri et al. [16], in their US study, social support aids mental health and wellbeing, which in turn assists “in successful cultural adaptation and, eventually, in the optimal integration of IMG residents into the U.S. physician workforce”. Thus, by addressing prevailing barriers through community orientation and knowledge of IMGs cultures and difference can assist a community’s empathy and consideration for IMGs their spouse and children.[27]

Community orientation can assist integration within the community, whereas, indifference, cultural stigma and judgmental discourse can create lasting and profound apprehension and anxiety.[27] For example, it was shown in an Australian study, which looked at community integration in rural communities, that “some patients are reluctant to consult [IMGs], both in the hospital emergency room and the practice setting... [however] rural people are more cautious than their urban counterparts in what they say to doctors in general conversation.[27]

In addition, social and community events also meaningfully aided the acceptance, wellbeing and a sense of belonging for IMGs and their families.[26,28] When first migrating, IMG experience a loss of personal identity, social status and a sense of belonging. [16,17,23] Thus, these types of community connections assist IMGs and their families to feel a sense of belonging and support, which reduces the cultural dislocation they experience from family and friends.[30,48] In addition, those IMGs and families who actively engaged and participated in the community, through school activities, voluntary work, community events and social outings, had a greater acceptance by the community and community integration.[26,28]

1.1.3. Overview of literature

A review of the literature has indicated previous IMG studies have focused primarily on acculturation and retention issues within the workplace, such as IMG satisfaction and practise support.[7,24,26-30,45] Only a small number of these studies recognised quality of life and psychosocial needs of IMGs and their families as a crucial factor impacting rural acculturation and retention [42,53,55] As such, Alexander and Fraser [24] stated IMGs non-professional needs in rural contexts required further research. While Klein, et al [15] have stated there is a need to undertake further qualitative research to understand what motivates IMGs to stay in a certain place.

1.2. Tasmania

Tasmania is a small island state off the south east coast of mainland Australia with population over n=500,000 [56-58], which has three area health services which each contain a major public hospital. This includes the Royal Hobart Hospital (RHH) in the South, Launceston General Hospital (LGH) in the North and the North West Regional Hospital (NWRH) in Burnie which incorporates the Mersey Hospital.
campus in Latrobe in the North-West of Tasmania. [59] As such, IMGs constitute approximately up to 30% (n=350) of registered medical practitioners in Tasmania which represents 2.57% of IMGs working across Australia, however the exact number of IMGs in Tasmania is unknown. [4,60,61] Nevertheless, General Practice Tasmania conducts an annual census which showed in 2011 there were a known n=176 General Practitioners (GP) practicing in Tasmania who were IMGs. [61] In addition to working in General practice, IMGs work in various other capacities such as hospital interns, registered medical officers, registrars and both public and private consultants.

In addition to the limited demographic data of IMGs in Tasmania, there is limited knowledge and research concerning the acculturation process of these IMGs as they reside in Tasmania, a less culturally diverse region of Australia. [62,63] As outlined, previous research on IMGs in other regions of rural Australia has focused primarily on employment integration, satisfaction and practice support as a measure of acculturation and retention. [29,30,62,64-67] Only a small number of these studies recognised quality of life and social needs of IMGs and their families as crucial factors impacting acculturation. [42,55,68]

It is vital for IMGs to be part of and become integrated within all communities and to feel engaged with and valued by communities. IMGs and their families can undergo a substantial displacement in moving to rural and remote Australia including social isolation and financial adversities. The success or failure of IMGs in rural communities is linked with the quality of planning IMGs receive in addition to support throughout the whole process. [7,42,48,69] It has been duly noted “rural doctors are also human beings, requiring appropriate facilities to meet their quality of life needs”. [68] Lastly, having sufficient support for the family of an IMG is essential to ensure they are strengthened by and integrated into the community. [7,42,48,69]

1.3. The Context of the Study: Lost in the Labyrinth

Within ten months of commencing the current study, ‘Lost in the labyrinth’, an extensively detailed Parliamentary inquiry on IMGs was published in March 2012. [4] The inquiry was conducted by the Standing Committee on Health and Ageing between December 2010 and March 2012, where 184 submissions were received from organisations, government bodies and individuals. [4] In addition, twenty two public hearings were held between February 2011 and January 2012 to gather further verbal evidence. The objective of the inquiry was to explore the registration process and support available for those IMGs... and to explore ways to remove impediments and promote pathways for [these] doctors to achieve their full Australian qualification, particularly in regional areas, without lowering the necessary standards required by colleges and regulatory bodies. [70]

The information of the inquiry was provided by many key informants, peak bodies, organisations and individuals across Australia. [4] From the Parliamentary inquiry, it was noted in there was support and provision made for the social needs of IMGs and their families in Tasmania. [70] Despite this, very little research is given to the integration and acculturation of IMGs as they reside in the rural Tasmania context. Thus, it is within the context and in light if the Parliamentary inquiry that the study was conducted.

2. Objective

This paper reports on the initial stage of a larger Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) study which had no external source of funding or data sharing. As such, the objective of this initial stage was to investigate from the perspective of IMG informants what challenges and barriers are faced by IMGs as they work and live in Tasmania. IMG informants, such as medical educators, directors of clinical training and recruitment staff, were selected to participate in the study due to their expertise and knowledge working with Tasmanian IMGs. It was anticipated they may have rich contextual information which will add to the researcher’s depth of study. They understand and are aware of the key issues and challenges faced by IMGs who enter, work and live in the Tasmanian rural context. This includes the determining factors which cause IMGs to stay or leave Tasmania.

The opportunity to have contact with IMG informants also allowed the researcher to gauge the contextual and political frameworks which operate in Tasmania and to explore the key issues that affect how informants see and perceive IMGs including the key factors which impact on their roles and responsibilities. These participants also provided information regarding the policy challenges which IMGs and the informants face. Their input was aimed to provide direction for the study and also to improve future IMG policy both locally and nationally.

3. Methods

This initial stage of the study used qualitative research to investigate and explore the lived experience of IMG informants working with IMGs and their perception of the main issues faced by IMGs. [71-74] Gathering data from IMG informants was important due to their wealth of knowledge regarding IMGs, their specific challenges and needs within the Tasmanian context. [75] Many other comparable studies of IMGs have been framed by a number of theories without great consensus over one specific approach. Therefore, phenomenology was employed as the framework to understand the data and guide the study. Phenomenology was selected as it is the study of everyday subjective experiences of the lived world from the perspective of the person who is having the experience.[76-78] Put simply, “phenomenology is the individual’s construction of a life-world”. [77] Thus, phenomenology is the means to provide “rich, in-depth
understandings about social phenomena in their natural settings, which cannot be captured by quantitative methodologies”. Its purpose is to allow a researcher to better understand the meaning or the significance of the event. Thus, phenomenology is used to generate methods of understanding, which views world of lived experience as a fundamental source of research.

Data were collected through semi-structured interviews with a purposive snowball sample of twenty-three (n=23) IMG informants in Tasmania. Informants were initially recruited from third party organisations that assist IMGs in either the acute care sector or general practice sectors of Tasmania. These organisations include the University of Tasmania, Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), General Practice Tasmania Limited (now Tasmanian Medicare Local), General Practice Training Tasmania (GPTT), Health recruit plus (HR+) and Post Graduate medical council of Tasmania (PMCT) with further snowball sampling occurring once initial contact was made.

Informants were identified as key individuals who recruit, support and act as educators and advisors to IMGs in the Tasmanian public and private health workforce. They include those who were in clinical and non-clinical backgrounds who worked full or part time in various capacities such as medical educators, directors of clinical training, program officers, organisational heads and recruitment management and staff. Due the nature of the snowball sampling, new informants were identified as original informants were being interviewed. Many newly identified informants were contacted and subsequently interviewed.

Each participant was given a copy of the questions and an information sheet before taking part in the study and prior to giving informed consent. Participants were interviewed once in English by one researcher. The Interviews ran between 20 and 75 minutes and were conducted between September and December 2011. The interview questions used in the this study were based a Victorian study, “The Retention of Overseas Trained Doctors in General Practice in Regional Victoria”, conducted by Hawthorne, et al. [29] The Victorian study interviewed key informants to understand the perceived factors likely to influence IMG retention in general practice in rural Victoria and were focused on rural retention issues, including professional and social support issues.

The interview questions for this study consisted of questions relating to demographic background, the participant’s role and experiences working in relation to IMGs in their location. This includes questions relating to the informant’s own observations regarding the professional and social transition challenges typically faced by IMGs and what services are available to aid IMGs. For example, ‘What type, level and adequacy of professional or social support services are provided to IMGs in this location?’ and ‘What are the professional transition challenges typically faced by IMGs in this location?’ The final questions related to what services are available to IMGs and what could be done to assist IMGs settle into rural communities and improve IMGs health and wellbeing in Tasmania. For example, ‘Is there anything that you would like to see in the future to assist IMGs settle into rural communities in Tasmania?’ and ‘In your view, what should be done to improve IMGs health and wellbeing in Tasmania?’

More in-depth questions were asked throughout the interview to gain greater insight into each informants lived experience of working with IMGs and how IMGs from, their perspective, were adapting to rural Tasmania. This includes issues or concerns which may have been raised, for example, ‘If you are asked to give advice to IMGs or colleagues on how deal with social or professional problems, what would you tell them?’ Throughout each of the interviews clarification and probing questions were asked, which elucidated further information about particular IMG topics, which the participant had raised and was independent from the interview schedule. In addition to the interview questions and the flexibility of discussion within the interviews, reflexivity and refinement of the interview schedule also occurred as interviews were conducted. At the conclusion of each interview a reflexive journal entry was made. This allowed the researcher, who is not an IMG, medical practitioner, informant or sociologist, to write the views, feelings and impression gained from the participants. This reflexive process also allowed the researcher to highlight and review his own role and any biases which may have arisen throughout the research.

Ethical approval for the research was obtained from the Social Sciences Human Research Ethics (Tasmania) Network. The interviews were voice recorded, transcribed, coded and analysed by one researcher using QRS-NVivo v9.0 software. For the purpose of the initial study, thematic analysis was used to identify recurring themes, patterns of living, behaviour and experience which then become a description of phenomenon. This also includes newly identified or emerging themes. It was anticipated the qualitative data would illuminate the issues and problems faced by IMGs and their immediate families in rural Tasmania who are experiencing employment and social challenges.

4. Results

The twenty-three informants include those with clinical (45%) and non-clinical (55%) backgrounds who worked full or part time in various capacities as outlined in Table 1. It must be noted; two of the twenty-three informant’s interviewed were also IMGs, yet were working as an organisational leader and a director of clinical training. Thus, these two informants were included in the sample, as they both had lived in Tasmania for a significant amount of time (<5 years) and had substantial contact with a large proportion of IMGs across the state.
Informant discussion was framed by their experience with and narratives of IMGs who they worked closely with. The lived experience of informants was encompassed by and portrayed through the experiences they had with IMGs. This became more evident when points of view expressed by informants, particularly those with very close contact with IMGs, were echoing the points of view and the experiences expressed to them by IMGs. In this sense, the informants in the study became a conduit to the lived experience of IMGs themselves. These informants, in many cases were an IMG’s principal contact if there was a concern, issues or excitement occurring in their lives, such as passing an examination or the birth of a child.

Table 1. Characteristics of informant participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Number of participants (n)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinicians</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff working in acute sector</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>54.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 2 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 5 years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 5 years</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study identified a number of key themes, which were framed around IMGs length of stay within Tasmania. As such, the data reflects much of the known literature, where length of stay is dependent upon a myriad of complex conditions related to the professional and social needs of each individual IMG and their family. [29] In addition there are a number of newer themes which have also arisen through the data and are under two broad themes, professional and social challenges, which are discussed in detail.

4.1. Professional Challenges

The professional challenges discussed by IMG informants were defined under four main themes. This includes differing medical systems, current workplace challenges, meeting future professional challenges and meeting cultural needs within the workplace. Also highlighted was the current professional support available for IMGs. Workplace challenges and professional support featured predominantly within each of the interviews. However, this was anticipated, as the main focus and obligation of many of IMG informants is being aware of, addressing workplace challenges and providing professional support.

4.1.1. Differing Medical Systems

Alternate and unfamiliar medical systems, models of care and health conditions are a major challenge to many IMGs, particularly those from less developed or western influenced countries. Concern was raised regarding IMGs who have come from medical systems where there may have inadequate or poor training or experience due to a lack of resources and equipment. In addition, IMGs who come from diverse cultural and religious mores were reported to have difficulties adjusting to a new discourse of care such as, patient-centre care and multidisciplinary work. Four (17.5%) informants also raised the issues which some IMGs had with a number of common western health conditions which they were unfamiliar with. For example, sexually transmissible infections (STI), chronic disease and even diagnosing chicken pox due its presentation on a less familiar skin colour. However, it was reported the skills which a number of IMGs bring as they migrate were seen as a noteworthy addition to local skills. This positive was observed to be advantageous to accommodate today’s migrating population, where one-quarter of Australia’s population born overseas. [52]

4.1.2. Workplace Challenges

In addition to becoming familiar with a new medical system, models of care and health conditions, there were other workplace challenges reported by informants, to affect IMGs. For example, one of issues raised was the stress which IMGs encounter within the workplace. It was felt the major contributor of stress was caused by the unfamiliar, stress to perform, stress regarding job security, and stress caused by feeling professionally isolated. These stressors were felt to emanate from significant workplace causes, such as vulnerability to exploitation, racial intolerance and discrimination. It was also reported, hierarchy, power and communication within acute and primary care also being cited as key challenges.

Vulnerability

A large proportion of informants felt IMGs, were being used unfairly in the workplace. For example, it was reported by informant 4, IMG interns and residents were being asked to work extra shifts, do extra hours and thus were reported as being overloaded. Intrinsically, IMG vulnerability was observed to be caused by fear of job security and at the heart of the stress they were experiencing. This was leading to tiredness, ‘burn-out’ and fatigue. While, the loss of status was also observed to be a cause of IMG vulnerability from less confidence within themselves, but it was also felt to be fuelled by other medical professionals. These other health professionals were observed to exhibit less respect for IMGs and viewed them as a “hostage workforce” (Informant 13).

Discrimination and racial intolerance

In addition to being viewed as a hostage workforce, over half (n=12) of the informants stated there were elements of discrimination and racial intolerance, which often occurred in small pockets and made IMGs uncomfortable and stressed. This occurred when IMGs spoke with strong accents or spoke quickly and impact on being understood and communicating effectively with other health professionals.
In comparison to how IMGs were reported to be treated a decade ago, five (21.7%) of informants stated tolerance and understanding had vastly improved amongst those working with IMGs in Tasmania. However, informants did report there was still a perpetuating view among peers and supervisors of IMGs that these IMGs should better “assimilate” (Informant 1). Conversely, one informant argued “there was not a culture of racism or discrimination within the health system, but rather a culture of tolerating it” (Informant 13).

Communication challenges

Communication according to all informants was the most vital and greatest challenge faced by IMGs in the workplace. This extended from communication between colleagues as well as to patient in terms of comprehension. It was reported by informants; patients and colleagues often did not understand IMGs when communicating with them. In addition, a number of IMGs were having difficulty understanding their peers, and subsequently being perceived as rude or uncooperative. Communication skills workshops to assist with colloquialisms, vernacular and cultural nuances were a high priority throughout the various IMG informant organisations, with significant resources available to combat this issue. However, due to competing workplace demands and a lack of self-awareness of IMGs poor language skills, improving this challenge was reported to be problematic.

4.1.3. Future Professional Challenges

The current financial climate was also observed to be having a professional impact on IMGs. With the recent increase in domestic commonwealth-supported medical students, the future for IMGs in Tasmania was felt to be unclear. Many informants were speculating that the political context of IMGs practicing in rural Australia was about to dramatically change for many doctors who were in Australia already, and also for those contemplating migration to and within Australia. One informant stated IMGs “are academically brilliant” (Informant 8), but due to increased competition and the disadvantage of communication skills, they would find obtaining specific training and employment challenging to near impossible due to a potential poorer interview performance. In addition, another informant reported preferential selection process for non-IMGs was occurring already. With these changes and the potential for employing less IMGs, there was no real incentive for local hospitals to improve or provide greater assistance to meet a number of the professional challenges faced by current IMGs.

4.1.4. Meeting Cultural Needs within the Workplace

Four (17.5%) informants made reference to the need to meet the cultural needs of IMGs within the workplace. They argued that rather than making IMGs out rightly ‘assimilate’, a greater cultural awareness must be proactively used within the healthcare profession. They felt it was about being more inclusive by recognising differences and some cultural needs are required to be met for a greater harmonious medical community. The views shared by a majority of informants, particularly those of whom had very close contact with IMGs understood acculturation was a ‘give and take’ process and not one sided. For example, two informants discussed the provision of acceptable and non-offensive prayer space being provided with practicable access for IMGs. Also another discussed how she was integral in ensuring religious or culturally acceptable food was being made available in the hospital cafeteria after several IMGs had approached this informant about their concerns. This change in the availability of food was noted to have occurred with the instigation of a number of informants. Nevertheless, within the various hospital settings, there was a large variation in what was occurring in terms of being aware of and meeting the cultural needs of IMGs within the workplace.

4.2. Social Challenges

In addition to the professional challenges discussed by IMG informants, a number of predominant social challenges were highlighted. This included the availability of initial and ongoing social supports were available for IMGs as they migrate to Tasmania. Many of the informants stated it was the social challenges which had the greatest impact upon IMGs, particularly their families, which determined the longevity of staying in one place. Nevertheless, those individuals who wish to contribute to or be part of the community do so by participating in social activities within the community. This includes such things as sports, school activities or actively participating in volunteering. [85] This community participation was seen to provide increased opportunities for connection the wider community.

Nevertheless, when IMG informants discussed the social challenges and support, a greater delineation between IMGs in the acute care and general practice settings became evident. As such, it was apparent that IMGs within the acute care setting had a greater number social challenges and less official social support. However, these same IMGs had greater collegial support and networks to aid many of the social challenges they faced, but this was also dependent upon the acute care setting and the IMGs position or stage of training. For example, interns and residents received a greater amount of official pastoral support, whereas registrars and specialists were provided with greater collegial support. This structure and delineation within the acute care was viewed by informants to be reminiscent of the training structures in place for interns, residents and registrars.

In contrast, IMGs within the general practice setting were perceived, by informants, to have similar, yet a lesser number of social challenges, greater official support and a lower amount of collegial support in comparison to those IMGs in the acute care setting. However, it was revealed that informants believed that IMGs within the general practice setting had a greater connectivity to the community in which they lived and served, than what was observed by informants regarding IMGs within the acute care setting. Still the social
challenges each IMG face are similar with a number of these challenges outlined below.

4.2.1. Spouse Employment

According to eight (35%) informants, employment for the spouse is a concern for many IMGs and they found it was an essential factor for settlement success. A smaller number of informants’ stated spousal employment was often dependent upon where in the state the IMG and their family were residing, the skills which the spouse possessed and the current economic climate. For example, it was more challenging for a spouse to find appropriate employment in many towns on the west coast of Tasmania. One particular spouse, who was a nurse, had to travel over 200 kilometers from the West Coast to a larger regional centre of Tasmania as it was the only suitable work she could find. In addition, many spouses were stated to be highly skilled, such as engineers and accountants and it was reported that while some had found work, many had not, and those who did not find work, took a long time to settle into the community.

4.2.2. Education for Children

The provision of good education for children was also highlighted along with appropriate employment for a spouse as a key social challenge within the interviews. It was noted that informants thought that children of an IMG parent were known to be reasonably resilient when attending school and making friends. An informant stated “I haven’t heard many people say oh my kids are so depressed or aren’t coping…[however] high school is a big challenge and it is more about getting their kids the best academic access” (Informant 20).

However, at least one family was reported as having moved from Tasmania to another state due to the children having issues with school. High school had been voiced by informants as a major concern for a number of IMGs. Primary school attendance was, on the most part, suitable for children in rural areas of Tasmania. When high school was required this became a major motivator for being in closer proximity to larger centres such as Launceston and Hobart. Many rural areas of Tasmania do not have high schools or particularly pre-tertiary centres, thus making a geographical move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), move or boarding school necessary. Comparatively, two informants argued Australian Medical Graduates (AMG), who are medical practitioners who are trained in Australia, informed...
barriers which were highlighted by informants as issues for IMGs within the Tasmanian context. As such, isolation occurs for many IMGs, particularly those in general practice when compared to the acute setting, as public transport is problematic or nonexistent in more rural areas. In addition to this, many IMGs were unable to drive or lacked the confidence to drive in Tasmania. This issue is of particular importance to IMGs given that they often lack means of transport which would enable them to participate more widely within the community. A small number of IMGs were reported by one informant, as being in serious accidents when returning home from training in one of the larger centres. Another informant, who was also an IMG, stated many female IMGs known personally to them were not able to drive as their culture is one where women do not drive in their home country.

In addition, recruitment issues were occurring as IMG GP registrars who cannot drive remain reluctant to take up rural or satellite postings. If they do, it was seen by informants that these IMGs become increasingly isolated and there is an anticipation they “are going to leave, or plan to leave” (Informant 21). In addition to these challenges, those GP registrars, who can drive, become frustrated due to the inequity in placements caused by those who are unable to drive.

4.3. Factors Influencing Retention

Informants were asked questions regarding possible things which could be done to improve retention in Tasmania. Responses to these questions were varied amongst informant participants. Some informants felt there was not a lot that could be done to retain IMGs as many IMGs saw Tasmania as a temporary place of residency. For example, it was believed that many IMGs were coming to Tasmania to pass the Australian Medical Council (AMC) examination, obtain registration with the objective of leaving Tasmania. For example, one informant stated that:

[IMGs are using] Tasmania as a stepping stone to somewhere else… We get people here who just getting a foot in the door and they basically arrive here looking for greener pastures. That is a really big problem for us because they are expensive to recruit, they don’t really want to be here, they tend not to perform particularly well… and they tend to milk the system. (Informant 8)

In many cases, Tasmania was stated to be seen as less attractive than other states such as Victoria, if unsuccessful in gaining employment. This was seen to be due to the geographical proximity and larger population size of Victoria, which was believed to provide greater access to family and friends who are living in Victoria and other states. Regardless of their motivations for coming to Tasmania, there were three main perceived factors, identified by informants which determined the retention of IMGs outside the professional and social challenges highlighted. These include, job opportunities and security, vocational training and greater IMG support.

4.3.1. Job Opportunities

Most informants stated if job opportunities or training schemes were available post AMC examination, IMGs would take them. As one informant commented in regards to job opportunities, many junior appointments are only twelve months and at times two year contracts are offered “once we know someone is committed” (Informant 1). It was argued that many IMGs, after receiving registration, do wish to stay in Tasmania, and have purchased houses and are settled, however leave the state due to a lack of available employment or specialist training. Nevertheless, it was stated many IMGs as with AMGs saw greater movement within Australia as part of their experience and training. So too, registrars rotate across states on a three, six or twelve monthly basis depending upon the position and the training they require. Additionally, it had been reported specialists were less likely to move once in Tasmania. “We don’t lose a lot [of specialist]; we only lose those who have to go for their training” (Informant 6).

4.3.2. Vocational Training

Often it is the training requirements and opportunities which dictate where registrars can go for work and the length of time they reside in a particular place. However, there have been reports of a few IMGs who have left Tasmania for further training and have returned “because this is their home and this is where they want to be” (Informant 6). However, this is a phenomenon which also occurs among Tasmanian AMGs.

Moreover, training positions are becoming increasing competitive due to increased domestic production of AMGs. The increased graduation of AMGs has occurred since the announcement, in 2010, to spend $632 million over 10 years to train more than 5,000 new doctors in Australian medical schools. [87,88] With the increased number of Australian trained medical students it is anticipated many new interns, including IMGs may not be guaranteed a placement to complete supervised training, which has raised as a particular concern in Tasmania. [89,90]

In addition, elements of vocational training are less or not available in Tasmania or are being lost. This loss was expressed to be due to the inability to retain college accreditation as a result of the diminishing of the service delivery in Tasmanian hospitals. As one informant argued “specialists are leaving, wards are getting smaller, we don’t have the patient load, and they are not seeing the cases that they are meant to see for their curriculum, so they are getting de-recognised” (Informant 21). Therefore, a number of significant positions are at risk of being lost, this in turn was seen to be perpetuating the movement of IMGs from Tasmania as they returned to their country of origin, moved interstate or changed career pathways.

Also many training programs, such a general practice, require IMGs to have permanent residency visas before they can be accepted on the program. This has been inhibitory as other training programs, such as emergency medicine, which
does not require this. Therefore it was reported many IMGs with families who would like to stay in Tasmania and commence general practise training are moving. This is so they can commence training in other fields and complete much of their training while still waiting for permanent residency.

4.3.3. Greater IMG Support

In addition to the employment and training opportunities, many informants noted it was the professional and social challenges of IMGs and their families which played a large part in the longevity of staying in place. Eight (35%) informants restated if greater supports were in place, this may also improve IMG retention. One informant commented IMG retention rates had increasing since improved support for IMGs was developed. Other informants stated when speaking about the acute setting, greater consistency was required.

However, when speaking of IMGs working in general practises, improving IMG retention rates required face-to-face contact to provide skills training with greater information technology (IT) support to build education or clinical support networks. In addition, greater locum support was identified as a need to allow more time away from work. It was argued this was only half the solution, as there needed to be support provided to the family through greater and improved community engagement. These two improvements would require a substantial amount of funding and appropriate support.

Though, a predominant informant argued both IMGs and non-Tasmanian trained AMGs face similar challenges, such as difficulty acclimatising to a new health system when moving to Tasmanian. As such the informant stated what is needed is:

The same nature of support in place for everybody, which is then scalable depending on their identified need. What that requires is the infrastructure to provide it, the capacity to adequately identify and quantify the need, the wherefore to provide the assistance and the capacity to assess how effectively it has been and continually re-imagine and revise and refine the process. (Informant 13)

5. Discussion and Recommendations

Much of the qualitative interview data presented has highlighted workplace challenges which IMGs face, including vulnerability due to fear of job security, loss of status, discrimination and communication challenges within the workplace being a big concern of informants. This reflects the literature where a number of these challenges have been highlighted by informants in previous studies. [29,49] This is particularly evident where a loss of status and professional identity [16,17]; professional isolation in rural practise; the need to sit further medical examinations, the restrictions on medical practise; language and communication proficiency; and accessing provider numbers occurs. [25,42,49] Furthermore, from the informant data, it was shown that incongruous placement of IMGs may impact negatively on the doctor, their family, the medical practice and the community. As such, this was similar to the literature where many difficulties and challenges are experienced at the time of recruitment. [27,33,39] This may lead to an insufficient understanding of rural communities, how medicine is practised in Australia and how the Australian culture is at times vastly different to an IMGs own culture and experience. [27,33,39,40]

In addition, a community’s limited experience with migrants coupled with the media scrutiny of Dr. Jayant Patel, an IMG working in Queensland, Australia. Dr. Patel, was implicated with 87 deaths occurring at the Bundaberg Base Hospital in Queensland between 2003 and 2005. [40,91-93] These challenges have restricted migrant acceptance within communities, where antagonism, discrimination and rejection produce poor long term acculturation, quality of life and poorer health of migrants. [19,27,33,39,40,44,94,95] In particularly, this intolerance has also been observed toward IMGs from both the public and within the medical profession. [39,44] For example, a lack of assistance has been observed from the medical profession, who at times has been divided by the employment of large numbers of IMGs to abate the rural doctor shortage in Australia. [27,31,51] However, a number of contrasting and very positive experiences have been voiced by IMGs in Australia. [30,50]

In contrast to the professional challenges, the social challenges of IMGs in Tasmania were also discussed in detail and reflect much of the literature regarding the similar social challenges faced by IMGs throughout Australia and internationally. [29,30,48,62,68,96] These studies looked at the motivations for an IMG staying or leaving rural practise and showed non-professional, social barrier had the greatest bearing on the decision of where to practise. [25-27,30,31,51] The most prominent non-professional social barriers include employment for spouse, limited schooling and housing options, physical and social isolation and limited cultural and religious access. [13] As such, many of the social challenges highlighted within this study, have been shown to be universal challenges which face a diverse number of mobile skilled workers and their families which impacts integration and retention. [48] The underlying foundation of these social challenges was identified to be isolation.

The insights gained from the current study have shown the fundamental anxieties expressed by IMGs within the workplace and observed by IMG informants. These insights may provide further understanding for a number of challenges which IMG informants observed and experience when working with and assisting IMGs elsewhere in Australia and internationally. It draws attention to the fact that underlying the immigration, accreditation, registration and financial challenges IMG experience, there are other significant challenges, such as stress, vulnerability and isolation of both an IMG and their family, which may
influence retention, acculturation and the ability to function effectively within the workplace and the community.

Nevertheless, amongst these challenges and concerns which were being shared by informants, many positives were also highlighted. This includes the professional and social support systems, structures and mechanisms which were in place to aide IMGs. It was noted, however, there were areas of improvement, such as increased funding and consistency between acute settings. It was observed by the acute sector that the general practice recruitment and support sectors were setting much of the standards with aiding IMGs both professionally and socially. An acute care informant stated it was this example, the general practice sector was setting, which the acute care sector could learn and emulate to provide improved services. Improvements had been observed over the past decade; however it was felt there was more that could be done.

In addition, a myriad of complex conditions were shown to occur which influenced length of stay and retention of IMGs within Tasmania. This is also impacted by a contracting of the health services within Tasmania, due to the current financial climate [97], and the limited training opportunities for certain career pathways. Therefore the emphasis on IMG retention needs to be developed and reworked. It is recommended that retaining IMGs within Tasmania requires a greater focus on promoting and improving the attractiveness and accessibility of those career pathways which are available and needed in Tasmania. As well as greater support to meet the identified professional and social needs of IMGs living throughout Tasmania, which could extend to AMGs in more rural and remote regions. It is however important to recognise the informant data presented has allowed the opportunity to gauge the contextual and political frameworks which operate in Tasmania and to explore the key issues that affect IMGs. Nevertheless, this data requires further research to be conducted to gather data from IMGs and their own experiences in Tasmania. This is the next planned stage of the larger doctoral study being conducted.

6. Limitations

There are a number of limitations to the study. It was recognised those informants who agreed to participate may be dissimilar to those informants who elected not participate in the study. Moreover, there may be issues of recall bias of those informants interviewed, as eleven had been informants for more than five years. In addition, two informants were IMGs, which may have introduced an element of bias within their views of the issues discussed in the interview. They had the potential to express their own experiences rather than the experiences of others. In addition, the views, experiences and data of the informants interviewed may not be transferrable or generalisable to all IMG populations. However, the sample methods used in the study were convenience, purposive snowball of a heterogeneous population. As such, these sampling methods were used to guarantee a representative sample from the finite population was collected. This ensured the results of the study sample could be more generalisable. [98] Nevertheless the study was intended to investigate what is occurring in less culturally dense communities such as Tasmania where paucity of research and data regarding IMG acculturation, health and wellbeing exists. The data provides a platform and highlights a number of key issues which will require more in-depth investigation in the future and in other rural contexts of Australia.

7. Conclusion

This study has examined the views, knowledge and understandings of twenty-three IMG informants in Tasmania who assist and support IMGs, a heterogeneous group of doctors, which encompasses a large number of nationalities, cultures and religious backgrounds. These key informant interviews have demonstrated a number of the existing professional and social challenges faced by IMGs. Much of which reflects the current data regarding IMGs across Australia and internationally. In addition, the informants have highlighted a number of identified needs to improve retention of IMGs within Tasmania. The study adds to existing knowledge by highlighting three identified factors which informants believed would further determine the retention of IMGs. These factors include, job opportunities, which is reliant upon current need, availability and economic factors; vocational training, which depends upon career pathway choice, availability and strength of competition; and finally it also depends upon the availability of commensurate support provided to IMGs and families. As such it requires a clearly identified and delineated need, the economic support and greater uniformity and co-ordination to ensure not only the professional but also the social needs of IMGs and their families are met.
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